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Questions

Session 13
1. p. 204 - It is important to gain a working knowledge of JavaScript because it adds much of the interactivity on the Web (rollovers, drop down boxes, forms)
2. p. 207 - The 3 locations where Dreamweaver places JavaScript code when creating a rollover are: in the document head, the \(<body>\) tag, and the document body.
3. p. 207 - To test a rollover in DrW., preview document in all browsers.
4. p. 209 - A complex rollover: another image appears when mouse is rolled over an image.
5. p. 210 - to prepare for a complex rollover, you need a table.
6. p. 212 - Behaviors are DrW's way to create JavaScript code; for complex rollovers you need the Swap Image behavior

Session 14
1. p. 216 - Forms are made up of (1) a form and (2) adding form objects to form.
2. p. 217 - The most common way to control the layout of a form is a table.
3. p. 218 - A cgi-bin folder is a special folder to hold the CGI scripts.
4. p. 220 - The difference between a radio button and a checkbox in a form: the radio button is used when only one choice will be allowed; the checkbox is used when multiple choices are allowed.
5. p. 223 - A hidden field is for including parameters that the CGI script needs in order to work; these tell the script with values in the form to send.
6. p. 225 - You edit a CGI script in a plain text editor such as Notepad.
7. p. 225 - You need a separate FTP program to transfer the CGI script to the remote server because permissions have to be set.